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A single car drives along the road at night and its body all but disappears into both the pavement and darkened sky. The 
only clue to its nature are two luminous blurs, headlights, painted in the same palette and form as stars, lighting the way 
ahead toward a winding road on a winter night. A moth hangs on a screen, drawn to a potentially fatal painterly light. It is 
delicate, fragile, yet strong with purpose. And a swimmer moves beneath the waves, its genderless body broken into dashes 
of color and gesture by a deft hand with the knowledge of what it is like to move through water, to be embraced, broken, and 
reconstituted by something so fundamental.
 
Living is a solitary experience. Along the way we encounter others, and a select few we will eventually call friend, husband, 
wife, brother, sister, mother, father, lover. But even the deepest of these relationships is finite, as one ultimately is born, 
lives, and dies alone. Claudia Keep understands this, responding with the creation of an evolving life inventory: paintings 
that depict solitude—not loneliness, sadness, longing—but solitude, the state of being alone and the basis of the human 
condition. Their success lies in their simplicity and the painter’s manipulation of light, both aesthetically and in terms of 
content.
 
The exhibition’s title is borrowed from a poem by Philip Larkin, “Aubade,” a harrowingly straightforward verse on the 
subject of death. Though she had never encountered the poem until recently, Keep’s paintings are in seamless dialogue with 
Larkin’s imagery, employing many of the same symbols to describe the unique experience of living: moths, wardrobes, and 
a sky that is “white as clay.” In French, the word aubade is translated as “dawn serenade”—a poem recited or sang at the 
parting of lovers with dawn’s arrival. Indeed, the early hours of the morning are an unusual, liminal period. Perhaps Keep’s 
paintings are best understood in this way, visual poems written during the briefest moment of life. 
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